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Kummer’s method of proof is applied to the Fermat equation over quadratic 
fields. The concept of an m-regular prime, p, is introduced and it is shown that for 
certain values of m, the Fermat equation with exponent p has no nontrivial 
solutions over the field Q(fi). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The solvability of Fermat’s equation ,P + y” + zn = 0 in quadratic fields 
has been studied by Aigner [l-6], Burnside [ 71, Durarte [8], Fogels [9], 
and Fueter [ 10, 111. However, only the exponents n = 2, 3,4,6 and 9 have 
been considered. 
In this article, we will discuss the nonzero integral solutions of 
xp + yp + zp = 0 
in quadratic number fields where p > 5 is a prime. Our main results are 
obtained by extending Kummer’s method of proof to quadratic fields. For 
historic reasons as well as convenience we separate our discussion into the 
familiar two cases. 
The following notation will be used throughout this article: 
Q: rational number field R: integers of k 
2: rational integers C: a primitive pth root of unity 
m: square free integer, m # 1 K = Q(L fi, 
k = Q(,,,&): quadratic number field S: integers of K 
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5 complex conjugate of a (m/p): Legendre symbol for 
u: automorphism of K which is quadratic residues 
trivial on Q(4), but nontrivial h: class number of K 
on k h, : class number of k. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Integers a, b, c of k are said to be a solution to the Fermat equation of 
exponent p for case I if up + bP + cp = 0 and (abc, p) = 1. 
First, we prove an elementary result. 
THEOREM 1. I! (m/p) + -1 and 1 + xp f (1 + x)“(mod p’) for 
x = 1, 2,..., p - 2 then up + bP + cp = 0 has no solution in k for case I. 
Proof: Since (m/p) # -1, p either ramifies or splits completely in k. If p 
is a prime ideal of R which divides p then 
R/P = Z/C P). 
Suppose there exists a, b, c in R with (ubc, p) = 1 and up t bP t cp = 0, then 
u-u,, b-b,, c = c,, (mod p) 
for some a,, b,, c,, in Z. If d = 3 - (m/p) then 
a{ + b{ t ci E 0 (mod p”) 
and since pd 17 Q = (p’) it follows that 
a{ t bi t ci = 0 (mod p’). 
Thus a, + b, t c, E 0 (mod p) so that 
(a, + bJP + c$ = 0 (mod p’) and (a, + b,)” = a: + b{ (mod p’). 
Since (a,, p) = 1, we may multiply the last equation by the inverse of U, 
module p* to obtain an equation of the form 
(1 + x)” = 1 + xp (mod p’) 
where x E a; lb, (mod p’). Note that x & 0 (mod p) and if x = -1 (mod p) 
then 
0 s 1 + u;‘b, E ~;‘(a, t b,) = --a;‘~, (mod p) 
contradicting the case I hypothesis. 
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The primes p < 100 for which the hypothesis of Theorem 1 holds are 
p = 5, 11, 17, 23, 29, 41, 47, 53, 71 and 89. Moreover, the following 
example shows that this hypothesis holds only when p z 2 (mod 3). 
EXAMPLE. If a=(-l+fl)/2 and b=a*=(-l-G)/2 are the 
primitive cube roots of unity then a” + b” + 1 = a” + a*” + 1 = 
a* + a + 1 = 0 provided (3, n) = 1. Thus the Fermat equation has a solution 
in Q(G) for every prime exponent p > 3. 
Now we begin to extend, to quadratic fields, the method Kummer used to 
prove Fermat’s last theorem for regular primes. The following useful result is 
valid in both cases. 
LEMMA 1. If p ,/~h, p%m and a, b, c in R are a solution to 
ap + bP + cp = 0 with p t a, p % b and (c, p) = 1 then there exists a in S, j in 
Z. a real unit q in K and d, e in R with (de, p) = 1 such that 
d(a + b[) = &aP 
- - 
dt?a 3 deb (mod p). 
Proof. First note that -cp = nS:d (a + bc’) and that D 1 D, where 
D = (a, 6) and D, = (a + b[‘, a + b[j). Conversely, if i # j then 
Dij I tbN4’ + i’) so that D, 1 (b)( 1 - 0. But D, 1 cp and (c, p) = 1 so that 
D, / (b). Therefore D, 1 D and so D, = D when i # j. Thus for 
i = 0, l,..., p - 1, there exists an integral ideal A, in S such that 
a + b[’ = DAi. Since D = D,, it follows that (A i, Aj) = 1 for i # j. Now 
DPA,A, ... A,-, = (c)~ 
so there exist integral ideals B,,B,,..., BP-, with Ai = Bf. In particular 
(a + b<) = DBP where B = B, and (D, p) = (B, p) = 1. 
Since p % h, class field theory shows that p I; h, . Let t be a natural number 
such that 
th,---l (modp). 
Then Dhl’ = (oh’)’ = (d) w h ere d E R. Moreover, (d)(a + b[) = D”““Bp = 
(D(~I~+~)/PB)P~ SincepI;h,,D(hLI+')lPB= (a) is principal. Consequently 
d(a + blJ = eaP = (c(~+“‘*)~(E~‘~)~ 
where e is a unit of S. By Theorem 1 of [ 121, 
(E (P t I)/*)2 = & where r, 7 E s, 
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l is a root of unity and q is a real unit. Suppose r is a nth root of unity 
where n = p’s with p { s. Then C = <i C$ where C, is a p’th root of unity and 
& is a sth root of unity. If 
SUE-~ (modp) 
then 
Since <i E K is ap’th root of unity, $(p’) 1 (K : Q) = 2(p - l), where $ is the 
Euler function. Thus r = 0 or r = 1 and so cl = <j for some integer j. Hence 
d(a + b[) = [jtpP 
where a is in S. 
Since pJ m then Q(c) and k have relatively prime discriminants and so 
1, c,,.., cp-’ form an integral basis for K over k. Thus a = a, mod(1 - <) for 
some a,, in R and hence 
ap E at = e mod( 1 - Z;)p 
where e E R. Since (p) = (1 - [)p-‘, 
d(a + b[) = (‘ye (mod p). 
Taking complex conjugates we obtain 
and so 
dF(a + b[) = C*jde(@ + &‘) 
E de(&‘j- ’ + EC”) (mod p). (1) 
If 2j - 1 & 0 (mod p) then at least three of the exponents 0, 1,2j - 1 and 2j 
are distinct modulo p. Since any set of 3 or 4 distinct pth roots of unity are 
linearly independent modulo p over k, it would follow that u = 0 or 
b = 0 (mod p) contrary to hypothesis. Thus 2j - 1 = 0 (mod p) and so 
- - 
di% = deb (mod p). 
LEMMA 2. If ap + bP + cp = 0 with a, b, c in R satisfying p .j a, p j’b, 
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(c, p) = 1 then there exists such a solution with c in Z. Moreover, if c E Z 
and p 1 hm then 
a = 6 (mod p). 
Proof: Since (c, p) = 1, the integers UP, bc”, cc0 satisfy the hypothesis 
with c in 2. Assume now c E Z. By raising both sides of (1) to the pth 
power, we obtain 
(de)P(aP + bp) = (de)p(dp + b”) (mod p). 
But ap + bp = -cp = -Fp = gp + bp and (c, p) = 1 so that 
(dC)p E (de)p (mod p). 
Suppose now j3 = (r + sfi)lt is an integer of k with r, s E Z and t = 1 or 2. 
Iff(a) = 1 or u according as (m/p) = or -1 then 
/I” s (rp + sPm’p-“f2fi)/tP 
z (r + (T) s&),/t =/3f(“) (mod p). 
Thus 
and so 
(&y”) s (dQp G (Je)p 3 (der(“’ (mod p) 
But 
d&T- de (mod p). 
dpa s ae$(mod p) 
with (de, p) = 1 by Lemma 1, hence 
u = 6 (mod p). 
3. CASE I 
THEOREM 2. If p k h then case I of Fermat’s last theorem with exponent 
p holds for the field k unless m < 0 and (-3m/p) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose a, b, c in R satisfy up + bP + cp = 0 with (ubc, p) = 1. If 
p % m then Lemma I shows there exist d, e in R with (de,p) = 1 and 
d& = de& (mod p). 
If m > 0 then it follows that 
a-b(modp) 
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and symmetrically a E c (mod p). Thus 
0 = up + bP + cp E 3a* (mod p) 
contradicting the case I hypothesis. 
If m < 0 then we have 
and 
Hence ad = bb (mod p) and by symmetry ad = CF (mod p). By Lemma 2, we 
may assume c E Z and that 
a = 6 (mod p). 
As was shown in the proof of Lemma 2, for any integer p of k, 
/I” G /?fcu) (mod p) 
wheref(o) = 1 or cr. Since up + bp + cp = 0, it follows that 
u+b+c=O(modp). 
Thus 
ub E ad E c* E (a + b)* (mod p). 
Hence if a z r + sfi (mod p) where r, s E Z then 
0 E (a + b)’ - ub E u* + ub + b* 
E u* + aa + 8* E 3r2 + s*m (mod p). 
Therefore 
-3mr’ E (sm)’ (mod p), 
but a f 0 (mod p) so rs f 0 (mod p) and hence (-3m/p) = 1 contrary to 
hypothesis. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we need only show up + bP + cp = 0 
has no case I solutions in Q(fi) where p j m. Let m = (-l)(“-““m’p then 
k’ = Q(m) is a subfield of K. By Lemma 1, there exists d E R, j E Z, 
a E S and a real unit q of K such that 
d(u + bc) = Cjqap. 
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By the method used in the proof of Lemma 1, ap = e (mod p) for some 
integer e of k’. Hence 
d(a + b[) G cjqe (mod p) 
and 
a((h + 6[- ‘) = C-~F,X? (mod p) 
SO 
dZ(a + b[) e t;*jde(ii + 6-l) (mod p). 
Therefore 
dPP(aP + bP) = (dt?)P(a + bC)P 
SE (dqp(a f &‘)” 
G dPeP(Cp + b”) (mod p). 
But we are assuming c E 2 and 
-&’ = aP + bp = EP + JP with c f 0 (mod p) 
so that 
(d~?)~ = (de)p (mod p). 
Now dE R and if (p) = p* in k then d = d, (mod p) with d, E Z. Also 
dr d, (mod p) and so 
dP E df z dp (mod p). 
Thus ep E 7 (mod p). Since the automorphism c of K acts nontrivially on k’ 
it follows that for any integer y of k’ 
yp = yf’(@ (mod p) 
where f ‘(a) = 1 or c according as (ml/p) = 1 or -I. Thus 
8’“) E eP s 7 3 g’(O) (mod p) 
so that 
e 3 S? (mod p), 
Hence 
d(a + b<) E [*j&n + br-‘) (mod P) 
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and 
d”(ao + b”C) = C’jt?(Z + @‘Cd’) (mod p). 
Adding these together gives 
da + (da)” + (db + (db)“)c 3 [2’(dcT + (&I)” + (& + (&)“) (--I) (mod p). 
Now 
and 
A = da + (da)” = 2z + (&)” 
B = db + (db)” = is + (d6))” 
are rational integers with 
A i-B<- B<“-’ -A<” z 0 (mod p). 
Now (da)” Ida (mod p) and so A E 2da (mod p). Similarly, B z 
2db (mod p), so AB = 4d’ab & 0 (mod p). Since any p - 1 of the pth roots of 
unity form an integral basis for Q(c) over Q, it follows that 
2j- 1 =O(modp) 
and 
A = B (mod p). 
Hence a z b (mod p) and by symmetry a = c (mod p), so that 
0 = up -I- bp + cp - 3aP(mod p) 
contradicting the case I hypothesis. 
4. CASE II 
Two integral solutions a, b, c and a’, b’, c’ to Fermat’s equation with 
exponent p are said to be equivalent if there exist integers d, d’ in k and a 
permutation of a, b, c such that the vectors (da, db, dc) and (d’a’, d’b’, d’c’) 
are equal. 
A nonzero integral solution of ap -t bp + cp = 0 in R which is not 
equivalent to a case I solution is called a case II solution. 
LEMMA 3. If the Fermat equation with exponent p has a solution in k for 
case II then there exists a solution a,, b,, cl for case II with (b,c,, p) = 1. 
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Proof. Let a, b, c be any solution for case II. If p divides two of a, b and 
c then p divides the third and this factor can be removed. Thus we may 
assume that p divides at most one of a, b and c. If (m/p) = -1 then p stays 
prime in k and we are done. If p 1 m then p = p2 in k. If p divides two of a, 6. 
c then p divides the third. Without loss of generality, we may assume p 
divides neither b nor c, then a, = at/p, b, = be/p, c, = c’/p is the desired 
solution. 
Assume now (m/p) = 1 and p = p,p2 in k. If p, divides all of a, b, c with 
r. s, t being the largest powers of p, dividing a, b, c respectively then we may 
suppose r > s = t. Since p divides at most one of a, b and c, we may assume 
p Cc. Now a’ = ac*/p’, b’ = bc”/pt, c’ = ecu/p’ is a solution to Fermat’s 
equation in R with (c’, p) = 1. Thus we may assume that pi and pz each 
divide at most one of a, b, c. In order to prove the lemma, we need to show 
the Fermat equation has no solution a, 6, c with p, ) a, pz 1 b and (c, p) = 1. 
By Lemma 2, we may assume c is in Z and that a = 6 (mod p). If m > 0 then 
a = b (mod p) and so c = a + b = 0 (mod p,) contrary to assumption. Thus 
we must have m < 0. 
Now if D = (b, c) and D,= (b $ cc’, b + cc’) for i #j then D j Dij. Also 
Dii 1 b( 1 - [) and Di,i / c( 1 - [). Since 
P-1 
-up = n (b + cc’) 
iz0 
D, 1 up and so (Dij, p2) = 1. Now 
b + cc’ = b + c mod(1 - <) 
for all integers i, so if P is the prime divisor of p, in K then since p, / a, 
b + cc’ E b + cc’ z 0 (mod P). Because p, b c and P2 t (c’ - [j) it follows that 
b + cc’& b + c[j (mod P’) for i#j. Thus D,= DP and so there exist 
integral ideals B, and B, in K with 
(b + cc) = DPBf and (b + cc’) = DPB;. 
Now b + c 3 -a z 0 (mod pi) and since P2 I pl, b + c E 0 (mod P’). Since 
b + c, b + c[,..., b + ccp-’ are pairwise incongruent modulo P2, it follows that 
only the first of these integers is divisible by P2. In particular, (B,B2, p) = 1. 
Hence 
and so 
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where I is a rational integer, q is a real unit of K and pi, p2 are in S with 
C/4/&, P) = 1. Thus 
/qb + CC) = r’v/w t CC’) 
so there exists e, , e, in R with (e, e2, p) = 1 such that 
e,(b + CC) - S’rle,(b t cC2) (mod P) 
and 
Therefore 
C2(6 t a-‘) E [-‘#,(6 t a-‘) (mod p). 
F, e,(b t CC)@ t CC-') = <"e, F2(b t ct’)(b t cc- ‘) (mod p). 
Since br 0 (modp,) and at b t cz 0 (modp) we see that 6~ a= 
-c (mod p2). Hence 
and so 
P, e2 c’[( 1 - C-2) - r21e, P2 c2C2( 1 - [- ‘) (mod p2) 
F, e2( 1 - rP2) = C2’e1 e;([ - I) (mod p2), 
i.e., 
Because there are at least three distinct elements in { 1, cP2, C2’, C*“’ } and 
since any p - 1 elements of { 1, <, C2 ,..., c”-‘} for an integral basis for K over 
k, it follows that either 
P,e,rO or e, F2 = 0 (mod p2) 
contradicting that (e, e2, p) = 1. Hence no such solution to Fermat’s 
equation can exist and the lemma is proved. 
Before continuing with the proof of case II, we need two technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. If p k h and E is a unit of K such that 
UP = E mod( 1 - C)” 
for some o in S then E = ~7 for some s1 in K. 
ProoJ Without loss of generality we may assume that p C m. As was 
shown in the proof of Lemma 1, any unit E of K has the form 
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where r] and p are units of K with q real. Hence there exists o, in S with 
co; z ~‘TI mod( 1 - C)“, 
ci$’ 3 t!-‘v mod( 1 - op, 
(w, ~3,)~ = q* mod( 1 - C)“. 
Since p is odd there exist ~0~ in S with 
Theorems 1 and 2 of Parry [ 131 show that q = E: for some unit E, of K. 
Hence 
cop E E E cqpp E I;‘(E~,u)~ mod( 1 - 0” 
so there exists wj in S and e in R with 
(’ E co; = e (mod p). 
Hence Y = 0 (mod p) and so 
& = (&*p)p = &y 
for some unit E, of K. 
LEMMA 5. For any a, p in K there exists units E, , Ed and cj in Q(C) with 
el(a + K)(a + PC-‘) + e2(a + K’>(a + PC-‘) = E3(a + B>‘. 
Proof: If x + y = z and 
(r+r-‘)X+(r2+r-2)4’=2z 
then X, y and z are a solution to 
x(a + PC)(a + PC-‘) + y(a + K’>(a + PC-‘) = 4a + PI’. 
Hence ~=2-~~--~-~, y=<+<-‘-2 and z=<+[-‘-~‘-~-~ is a 
solution. But x = -<-‘( 1 - r;‘)‘, y=<-‘(l-C)2 and z= 
-[-‘( 1 - [)( 1 - c”), where 1 - c2, 1 - [, 1 - c3 are associates. Thus 
are units in Q(c) which satisfy the given equation. 
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THEOREM 3. If p k h and (m/p) = 1 or m = pm’ with (-ml/p) = 1 then 
the Fermat equation of exponent p has no solutions in k for case II. 
ProoJ: Suppose a, b, c in k is a case II solution. Lemma 3 shows that we 
may assume (bc, p) = 1 and since this is a case II solution, (a, p) # 1. We 
first show that (1 - c) 1 a. This is immediate if p 1 m. If p ,/’ m then p = p1 pz in 
k. If (1 - c) k a then we may assume p, 1 (a) and pz ,j’ (a). By Lemma 1, there 
exist d, e in R with (de, p) = 1 and 
dpa = de6 (mod p). 
Hence t?= 0 (mod pi) contradicting that (b, p) = 1. Hence (1 - [) 1 a. 
Since (1 - [) = P, P, in K, without loss of generality, there exist integers 
u > 1, u > 0 and an ideal A of S with (A, p) = 1 such that 
(a) = (1 - [)UPyA. 
Thus there exists a, in S with (1 - 1;)) (a,) such that PYA = (a,). Therefore 
bP + cp = -ap = E( 1 - QP”aT 
for some unit E of K. Consider the equations of the form 
xp + yp = p( 1 - gptzp 
where ~1 E K is a unit and t > 1 is a positive-integer. Let a, /I, y be a solution 
in K with (a/3, p) = 1, (1 - [) ,/’ y and with t = u > 1 as small as possible. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that P, j (y). Thus for some 
integer u > 0 and some ideal A of K with (A, p) = 1 
(1 - ~)P”P~“AP = (a” + p”) 
P-1 
= n (a+Pr’). 
i=O 
Since (a + PC’ - (a + @>) = ()3)( 1 - c) for i z j, it follows both P, and P, 
must divide a + ,f?c’ for each i. Hence (1 - [) 1 (a + PC’) for all i. Because 
a +PC --___ 
1-C 
for i # j, the integers 
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are pairwise incongruent modulo Pi, for i = 1,2. Since S/P, 2~ S/P, N Z/(p) 
exactly one of the above integers is divisible by Pi for i = 1, 2. Hence 
and so u > 1. Moreover, there exists exponents f and g such that 
Iff# g then there exists a positive integer t such that 
2tr g-f(modp). 
Since t f O(mod p), 4, = c’ is a primitive Pth root of unity and 
where p = ,L?Cf”. 
Henc: when f # g we may assume thatf = - 1 and g = 1. Iff = g then we 
may assume that f = g = 1, so in either case 
Now if D = (a, ,8) and 
then it is easily shown that D = D, for i # j. Thus there exist pairwise 
relatively prime ideals A ,, , A , ,..., A, ~, such that ((a + p[‘)/( 1 - C)) = DA, for 
i#l,p-1 and 
Moreover (Ai, p) = 1 for all i. Since (aP + BP) is the pth power of an ideal 
there exist ideals Bi in K with A i = BP for each i. Since p ,/’ h then there exists 
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a positive integer t such that ht s -2 (mod p). Now Dh’ = (d) for some 
d E S with (d, p) = 1. Also 
= (1 - r)p(“-‘)(D(h1+2)/PpljB1Bp_l)~. 
Since pt h, it follows that 
P~D’ht’2’lpB,Bp-, = (a,) 
is principal with al E S. Therefore, 
for some unit E, of K. Note (1 - C) c aI. Similarly, 
a +K’ 
(4 (- 9 
a + PC’ 
1-C 1-C 
= (D Cht+*h’PB2Bp-2)P 
= (a21p 
for some a2 E S with (a*, p) = 1. Hence there exists a unit c2 in K with 
d a+K* . a+/?[-* 
1-C 1-C 
= &*a$. 
Also there exists a3 E S and a unit ej of K such that 
Here (a3) = D (ht+2)‘pB~ so (aj, p) = 1. Thus 
(a + K)(a + /3C-‘) e, a?( 1 - Op(“-‘) 
(a +K’)(a +K’>= E24 
and 
(a + P>’ v4 
(a +/?[*)(a +K”>=E2* 
By Lemma 5, there exist units E,, E,, E, in K with 
(a -t K)(a + PC') (a + B>' 
E4 (a + pcz)(a + /I[-') + E5 = es (a + PC’)@ + PC-‘) 
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and so 
Thus there exist units E, and E, in K with 
&Al - 0 p(“-“a; + e8a; = af;. 
Since (az,p)= 1 and u > 1 
E,, = (a; ‘a3)p mod( 1 - i)” 
and Lemma 4 shows there exists a unit E in K with Ed = sP. Substituting in 
the above equation we obtain 
aI; + (-eaz)p = E,( 1 - l;)p’“P “a:. 
Since (aza3,p)= 1 and (1 -0) a, this contradicts the fact that u was 
chosen as small as possible. Thus the Fermat equation has no solution under 
the hypothesis of this theorem. 
5. SUMMARY 
For any square free integer m # 1, a prime p will be called m-regular 
provided p does not divide the class number of K = Q(<, fi). The example 
given in Section 2 involving the 3rd roots of unity shows that the Fermat 
equation can have solutions in Q(A) for m-regular prime exponents. 
However, our earlier results can be combined to give the following 
THEOREM 4. If p is a m-regular prime then the Fermat equation with 
exponent p has no solutions in Q(fi) provided one of the following 
conditions is satisfied 
(1) (m/p)=1 andm>O, 
(2) (m/p) = 1 and p = 2 (mod 3), 
(3) m = pm’ and (-ml/p) = 1. 
ProqJ: Immediate from Theorems 2 and 3. 
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